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Abstract—Sensorless methods for zero and low speed operation
in drives with hybrid PM machines make use of the machine
saliency to determine the rotor position in an indirect fashion.
When integrating the position measurement in the electrical
power supply to the machine, i.e. make the machine self-sensing,
the sensorless obtained position can be affected by the actual
operation conditions of the machine e.g. the stator currents.
This may deteriorate the machine self-sensing suitability using
injection methods.
In this paper an analysis method based on accurate knowledge
of the machine flux linkages is proposed for analysing the
suitability for sensorless control at zero and low speed.
The method can be used to evaluate a particular machine
design so the self-sensing characteristics for sensorless control of
machine can be found. The characteristics can be obtained from
finite element simulation data or experimental data.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Hybrid PM machines are interesting due to the possibility
of achieving a high efficiency and the design freedom in
combining permanent magnet (PM) and reluctance torque
components to achieve torque-speed characteristics well suited
for a specific application e.g. automotive traction applications. [1]
Sensorless control for traction machines is interesting from
a fail safe point of view which could replace an exposed
mechanical sensor, act as supervision or as backup for limp
home operation. In addition incremental mechanical sensors
has an inherent undefined initial position, where sensorless
injection methods may be used for initial position detection.
The rotor position is determined by means of injection
signals separated in frequency from the fundamental driving
voltage and current. In literature different zero/low speed
sensorless methods has been proposed which all rely on
tracking the rotor position dependent inductance. [2]–[7]
The apparent inductance may vary due to magnetic saturation caused by the applied stator currents and the geometrical
layout of the rotor and stator. These phenomena may deteriorate the suitability for low and zero speed sensorless control.
Hence, an accurate knowledge of the machine in particular the
inductance is very relevant to obtain, to analyse in advance
the suitability of a machine for sensorless control. The paper
considers only the sensorless characteristics of the machine
without the need to know what type of sensorless injection

based method is used, as long as the method rely on the
inductance properties of the machine.
II. E LECTRICAL M ACHINE M ODEL
The linear electrical dq-model of salient PM machine can
be described by the following governing differential voltage
equation and flux linkage equation
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where R is the stator resistance, ωr the shaft speed, Ldd and
Lqq the d-, q-axis inductance, Ldq and Lqd cross inductance
and λP M the PM flux linkage.
The linear salient dq-model has zero cross inductance
(Ldq = Lqd = 0 H) and constant d- and q-axis inductances
which are different so the machine has an inductance saliency
Lqq
> 1 and then the rotor position θr can be tracked
ratio Ldd
using injection methods. However due to the magnetic saturation phenomenon in electrical steels used for manufacturing
electric machines, the cross inductance may become different
from zero and the inductance parameter matrix L can not be
assumed to be constant [8].
The varying inductance matrix gives a more complex behaviour of the machine which may affect the suitability of the
machine for sensorless control.
The following two functions is a more detailed representation of the flux linkage instead of (2).
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The functions describe the dq-flux linkage which in this
case is restricted to be dependent on the dq-currents to include
saturation effects and rotor position θr to include possible
spatial flux linkage harmonics. The flux linkage dependence on
the rotor position θr is considered to include possible harmonic
components which could originate form e.g. stator slots, rotor
geometry and winding layout.
It is assumed that the flux linkage including inductance is
independent of frequency up to some limit where the applied

injection signals contains frequencies below this limit. The
PM strength is sensitive to temperature and may also decay
over time, which will affect the dq-flux linkage. Here the PM
strength is considered constant.
The flux linkage functions are the basis for the suitability
analysis proposed in this paper. In practise the functions in
(3) could be data sets from either finite element method
simulations of a machine design or from experimental characterisation of an existing machine.
From the flux linkage functions the apparent inductance may
be found and is defined as
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which is a function of the dq-current and rotor position.
From this inductance matrix important characteristics for
sensorless control which are the saliency ratio and saliency
direction is introduced in the following subsection.
A. Saliency Ratio and Direction
To clarify the meaning of saliency ratio and direction the
impact of the inductance matrix L which relates the smallsignal dq-current to the flux linkage is shown in Fig. 1
neglecting the PM-flux linkage contribution. From the figure
iq

λq
L
id

θL
λd

When cross coupling occurs the saliency direction is no
longer coincident with the d-axis, the direction of the saliency
axis is where the minimum inductance is observed. Also the
Lqq
true saliency ratio is no longer Ldd
but instead the ratio
between the major and minor inductance.
The general inductance saliency ratio including machines
subject to cross saturation is then defined to
SL

≡

Lmajor
,
Lminor

(9)

where the major and minor inductance are functions of dqcurrents and rotor position so the saliency ratio becomes a
function of dq-currents and rotor position.
From the flux linkage function (3) the saliency ratio and
angle can be determined using SVD as described above and
here represented by the following functions
SL
θL

= SL (id , iq , θr )
= θL (id , iq , θr )

(10)
(11)

The behaviour of θL is of particular interest since it can not
dθL
dθL
L
be assumed that the derivatives dθ
did , diq and dθr are zero,
which is the typical case for a mechanical position sensor.
Hence unexpected behaviour may occur when the position
from a position sensor is replaced by a sensorless obtained
position. Using the above functions to describe the saliency of
the inductances in the machine the suitability for sensorless
control relying on inductance may be assessed.
III. S UITABILITY A SSESSMENT

Fig. 1.

Inductance matrix L transformation.

the saliency ratio is the ratio between the major and minor
ellipse axis. The angle of the ellipse is indicated by θL , which
is denoted the saliency angle. To obtain the ratio and angle of
the inductances in the machine singular value decomposition
(SVD) is applied on the inductance matrix L(id , iq , θr ). Using
SVD the inductance is decomposed into two orthogonal and
one singular matrix as
L = U ΣV T ,

(5)

where U and V are orthogonal containing the axis direction
and Σ is singular containing the ratio. [9]
From the decomposition the major, minor inductance and
saliency angle are introduced as


Lmajor
0
Σ =
(6)
0
Lminor


− sin(θL ) cos(θL )
U =
(7)
cos(θL ) sin(θL )
where θL is the saliency angle in the dq-frame so the saliency
direction θr̂ in the stator frame is the rotor position including
the saliency angle (error) relative to the dq-frame
θr̂ = θr + θL .

(8)

The demand to the saliency for sensorless determination of
the rotor position are assessed in the following section and the
impact on sensorless dq-current control is considered.
Since the ratio and angle represented by (10) and (11) are
functions of the current and rotor position some conditions
exists which needs to be fulfilled to determine the unique rotor
position θr and dq-current.
The following four topics are treated in the assessment.
A
Saliency ratio
B
Saliency direction
C
Spacial harmonic disturbance
D
Closed loop control behaviour
A. Saliency Ratio
To track the saliency direction the saliency ratio has to be
strictly greater than one. Depending on the distortion of injection signals, typically included in the duty cycle modulation
of an inverter supplying the machine and the signal/noise level
of the phase current measurements, a minimum saliency ratio
SLmin. should be chosen to detect a reliable saliency direction.
The following inequality should be fulfilled for a dqcurrent trajectory and surroundings where some torque control
strategy operates e.g. the MTPA strategy which is intended for
low and zero speed. [10]
SL (id , iq , θr ) ≥ SLmin.

(12)

If the above inequality holds for all θr within a confined dqcurrent space including a selected torque strategy sufficient
saliency is present to detect the direction. In [11] similar
analysis of the saliency ratio is conducted to locate the feasible
region for sensorless control. However it seems that the used
Lqq
ratio is Ldd
which may affect the resultant feasible region if
cross saturation is present.
B. Saliency Direction
In case the saliency direction is misaligned with the angle
of the dq-frame θr by θL there may be some unfortunate
behaviour depending on what the sensorless obtained position
is used for.
If the direction is used as feedback for position control the
consequence must be that the controlled position is directly
affected with an error of θL .
Drives may use closed loop dq-current control to maintain
certain torque. The dq-current control is done using the rotor
position to transform the signals back and forth between
stator and dq-frame values. This kind of control is indirect
torque control where a torque reference is translated in to dqcurrent references based on the used torque strategy. Using
the saliency direction with a possible misalignment of θL the
currents kept by the closed loop controller will be different
from the expected and lead to a torque error, which could give
an unacceptable loss of rated torque. Using injection methods
for low speed, one torque control strategy is the MTPA which
has the advantage that
dTe
dθi

=

0,

(13)

where θi is the current angle (16) and Te is the electrical
torque. Thus, operating on the MTPA dq-current trajectory, the
demand to the accuracy of the current angle can be reduced
due to the low impact on the torque Te .
C. Spacial Harmonic Disturbance

(14)

where θr̂ = θr + θL . The consequence is that two different
rotor positions will not give the same estimated position at the
same dq-current. This means that the demand to the saliency
angle θL using (8) becomes
dθL
> −1.
dθr

D. Closed Loop Control Behaviour
To have control of the dq-current angle θi using sensorless
dq-current control that uses the obtained position θr̂ for
reference frame transformation, there may exist additional
constraints on the behaviour of θL .
The angle of the current is given by
θi
θî

= ∠(id + jiq )
= θi − θL ,

(16)
(17)

where θi is the current angle in the dq-frame and θî is the
angle of the same current in the saliency direction frame.
To have control of the dq-current angle θi by controlling
θî there should be a unique relation between θî and θi which
require the following inequality to be fulfilled, similar to (14)
dθî
> 0.
dθi

(18)

Using (17) this corresponds to
dθL
< 1,
dθi

(19)
di

From the saliency direction in (11) there is a mean value
across one period of θr for a given dq-current. The mean
value can be thought of as an offset in the sensorless obtained
position. Besides the mean value of θL there may exist an
additional harmonic disturbance.
For the rotor position to be uniquely identified from the
saliency direction, following inequality must be satisfied for a
confined operating dq-current region
dθr̂
> 0,
dθr

the inverse function exists so the exact rotor position can
in principle be determined from the saliency direction. In
practise the material, production tolerances and temperature
variations for hybrid machines will most likely mean that
obtaining the exact position is too ambitious. Hence in practise
compensation for the mean value of θL could be performed
and the spacial harmonic disturbance is left as an error. The
harmonic disturbance could be characterised as a ± value
around the mean value enclosing the error due to harmonic
disturbance.
L
The spacial disturbance considered due to dθ
dθr 6= 0 were
assessed in this subsection and the remaining assessment is
dθL
L
analysing the consequences of non-zero dθ
did and diq derivatives which is conducted in the following.

(15)

This corresponds to the function θr̂ (id , iq , θr ) for a fixed dqcurrent is monotonic strictly increasing. Which implies that

dθL q
L did
which can be expressed as dθ
did dθi + diq dθi < 1, so the
derivative can be found from the function θL (id , iq , θr ). In [12]
the impact due to cross saturation is studied, and similar
L
interesting considerations are briefly noticed regarding dθ
dθi .
If (19) is not satisfied within the desired operating region of
the machine the dq-current can not be uniquely determined,
hence dq-current control is not possible in the whole region.

E. Summary
To use a machine for sensorless control relying on tracking
the saliency direction is a known approach. When using the
saliency direction, which depends to some extend on the dqcurrent and rotor position there may emerge a coupling to the
saliency angle θL , which could make it impossible to apply
sensorless control for a particular machine.
In the assessment 4 topics has been presented. First a
sufficient saliency ratio should be present and the position error
may be evaluated for the application as described in subsection
A and B. Secondly the possible coupling between the saliency
angle with the dq-currents and rotor position may be more
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A. Flux-linkage Mapping
The flux linkage data (Fig. 2 and 3) is obtained from a batch
of finite element model solutions varying the rotor position and
dq-current. The data can be considered as a flux-linkage map
for the machine, here with a resolution of 10 different q-axis
currents, 9 d-axis currents and 48 positions for one electrical
period, in total the map consists of 4320 dq-flux linkage
values. To obtain an intermediate flux linkage between known
values in the map, cubic spline interpolation is used along the
d- and q-axis and an intermediate position is obtained using
Fourier analysis and synthesis equivalent to sinc interpolation,
to provide the ideal reconstruction of the periodic flux linkage.
Cubic splines are used so the flux linkage is continuous to the
second degree, corresponding to the variation of inductance is
continuous.
From the flux linkage contours is it observed that cross
inductance is present since the contours are not vertical and
horizontal, the cross inductance will give an impact on the
saliency angle so it becomes non-zero.
To obtain the saliency direction and ratio, the inductance has
to be determined by computing the flux linkage derivatives
in (4). Discrete differentiation is not applied to obtain the
inductance matrix L(id , iq , θr ) for a point, but the derivatives
are computed from the cubic spline piecewise polynomial
coefficients. For each inductance matrix the saliency ratio and
direction are computed using SVD and thereby creating the
ratio and angle map where the average contours is shown in
Fig. 4 and 5.

B. Saliency Angle
In the analysis example is it observed in Fig. 4 that the
saliency ratio is reduced from 4 to below 1.5 at high currents
(id = −0.6pu, iq = 0.9pu). Besides the saliency angle
becomes more sensitive to the angle of the current θi at high
current magnitude, changing fast from 40◦ to −10◦ in Fig. 5.
In Fig. 6 and 7 the direction and angle is shown for
id = −0.6pu, iq = 0.9pu. In Fig. 6 is it observed that the
rotor position can be difficult to determine for some positions.
Because the inequality (14) does not hold.
Also the average offset is about 25◦ with a variation of
±14◦ .
C. Current Angle
The closed loop behaviour hence the ability to control the
real dq-current angle θi by controlling the current angle in
the estimated frame θî is shown in Fig. 8 with a dq-current
magnitude of 0.9 pu. In Fig. 9 the corresponding saliency
angle is shown.
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A low voltage 12 kW hybrid prototype machine, with 4 pole
pairs and 48 stator slots is used in the example. In Fig. 2 and 3
the flux linkage contours is shown, which is the source data.
However only the flux linkage average across all positions are
shown in the contours.
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IV. A NALYSIS E XAMPLE
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critical if there is no unique relation between the estimated
angles θr̂ and θî to the actual angles for a particular position
of the rotor and current as described in subsection C and D.
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Here there is a apparent unique relation between θî and
θi so for this case the dq-current angle θi can be determined

uniquely from the estimated angle θî fulfilling inequality (18).
However in principle there could exist some rotor positions
where this is not the case, since this is the average characteristic.

To establish the saliency ratio of the impedance characteristic the magnitude of the positive and negative frequency
component are used [14]
SZ

Ip + In
.
Ip − In

=

V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The experimental results are obtained using a real-time
system with a sampling frequency of 5 kHz. The voltage is
applied using an PWM inverter equipped with MOSFET’s and
a dead-time of 2 µs. The phase currents are measured using
closed loop hall sensors and sampled in synchronism with the
PWM. The purpose of the performed experiments is to study
and compare the detailed sensorless characteristics at highcurrent levels.

(22)

Considering the equation (20) the trajectory outline is an
ellipse profile with the centre in Ifund. ejωr t with an average
radius of Ip varying with ±In between the major and minor
axis, hence the saliency ratio of an ellipse.
B. Saliency Direction
The experimentally determined saliency direction is shown
in Fig. 10, 12 and 14 for different d-axis currents but with a
fixed q-axis current of Iq = 0.9 pu.

A. Methodology
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(20)

(21)

The good properties of the method is insensitivity to the
inherent phase shift in the low-pass filter and delays in the
current sampling which else could affect the extracted saliency
direction.
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where Ifund. is the fundamental current at 0.8 Hz and Ip and
In are the positive and negative frequency component caused
by the injection [13].
The saliency direction θr̂ (t) is half the phase difference
between the positive and negative frequency component. The
saliency direction is extracted using a 10. order Butterworth
low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 100 Hz extracting
the positive and negative component using frequency shifting.
Finally the direction is found from the angle of the multiplied
components.
θr̂ =
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Iαβ = Ifund. ejωr t + Ip ejωi t + In e−jωi t+j2θr̂ (t) ,
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In case the flux linkage map of the machine is determined
accurately from measurements, could such a map replace
the map obtained based on finite element solutions, and the
inductance saliency characteristics be directly compared. In
principle it is challenging to measure the flux linkage including
harmonics if no sense coils are present. For this reason the
impedance saliency characteristics are determined injecting
a rotating voltage vector with an amplitude of 2 V and a
frequency of fi = 500 Hz in the stator fixed reference frame.
The fundamental dq-current is kept in place by PI dq-current
control with a bandwidth of BW ≈ 40 Hz so the injection
signal is not attenuated. The rotor speed is fixed to fr = 0.8 Hz
(12 rpm) by an external machine.
In principle the inductance and impedance saliency characteristics are not equal due to the resistance, but if the
reactance is dominating (2πfi L ≫ R) the characteristics of
the impedance is assumed to be equivalent to the inductance.
The saliency direction is obtained solely from the measured
current which can be described by
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The upper and lower curves in each figure are the determined saliency direction using −500 Hz and +500 Hz as
injection frequency respectively. The difference in the two
curves is caused by the resistance in the machine, hence the
difference between the saliency characteristic of the impedance
at +500 Hz and −500 Hz. Comparing Fig. 12 with the one
obtained based on finite element data (Fig. 6) there are 6
distinct notches at the similar rotor positions. At the notch
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frequency of −500 Hz and +500 Hz respectively. The difference between the positive and negative characteristic at a
low current angle is caused by an increased impact of the
resistance. The current angle has a quite similar behaviour
with the one obtained based on finite element data and there
is a maximum of 43◦ and a minimum of −10◦ .
.
VI. D ISCUSSION
The analysis method proposed is based on the flux linkage
functions λd (id , iq , θr ) and λq (id , iq , θr ). The tolerances on
those functions may influence the analysis results in particular
dθL
dθi because differentiation is done twice. First differentiation
by the dq-currents to obtain the inductance matrix, and again
L
after the matrix decomposition to get dθ
dθi . Using the finite
element based flux linkage map the tendencies of the saliency
direction and current angle is in good agreement with the
experimental obtained results. However the absolute values of
the saliency ratio and angle are in less agreement.

120

Fig. 16. Sal. ratio Sz , Id = −0.5 pu.Fig. 17. Sal. ratio Sz , Id = −0.6 pu.

1.6

θî [◦ ]

position the difference between using an positive or negative
injection signal is remarkable. The reason for the increased
difference is the saliency ratio is reduced close to one at those
rotor positions, increasing the impact from the resistance.
In Fig. 13 the corresponding saliency angle is shown in
detail for one notch. The upper and lower line corresponds to
the angle obtained using −500 Hz and +500 Hz as injection
frequency. The line in-between is the average of the two. The
average offset in the saliency angle is 53◦ instead of 25◦
obtained from the finite element data, and the variation is ±8◦
instead of ±14◦ .
In Fig. 10 and 14 the d-axis current are changed, which
gives an impact on the notch phenomena. At a reduced daxis current the notch magnitude is reduced and the saliency
direction is close to monotonic. Increasing the d-axis current
the saliency direction characteristic becomes quite unattractive
due to the more or less rough stair case shape.
Observing the notch behaviour in Fig. 11, 13 and 15, the
location of the notch is not fixed at the same rotor position,
but moves to the left increasing the d-axis current magnitude.
The remarkable difference between +500 Hz and −500 Hz
at the notch locations can be explained due to a decreased
saliency ratio which is shown in Fig. 16, 17 and 18.

120

Sal. ratio SL , (sat.).

Comparing the ratio in Fig. 17 with the one based on finite
element data in Fig. 19 there is some agreement of the value
and location of the minimum saliency. Furthermore in Fig. 18
with the high d-axis current it is noticed the ratio is very close
to one, so the angle in this position is quite uncertain.
C. Current Angle
In Fig. 20 and 21 the determined current angle is shown
comparable to Fig. 8 and 9. The measured upper and lower
characteristic in Fig. 21 shows the result using an injection

VII. C ONCLUSION
Replacing a mechanical sensor with sensorless injection
based methods that use the hybrid PM machine as a self
sensing device is at first hand attractive. But considering
practical phenomenons like magnetic saturation and spacial
harmonics, not all machine designs will be equally suited for
sensorless operation and a comprehensive analysis is required
to determine the suitability.
In this paper machine flux linkages are introduced as function of currents and rotor position, which result in an analysis
of sensorless characteristics described by saliency ratio and
angle.
To have a machine suitable for sensorless control, the two
inequalities
dθL
> −1
dθr

and

dθL
<1
dθi

should be fulfilled in the desired operating region.
Some machines may be directly suitable for sensorless
control, other perhaps need some compensation scheme for
the offset in the saliency angle and some machines may have
unfortunate characteristics in some operating regions where
sensorless control becomes difficult.
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